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The creation of caricatures is a particularly interesting field of art, because it is associated with the
ability to extract and highlight the very essence of a face. I will be going through all the necessary
stages for developing a tool that automatically generates 3D caricatures. From a brief overview on
how to obtain  three-dimensional  models  of  faces to  ways of  manipulating 3D meshes,  I  will  be
demonstrating  the  capabilities  of  scripting on performing useful  tasks  and producing  interesting
results. Sample results of caricatures by the developed tool will be on display for discussion.
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Through Agisoft’s manual, I learned everything I needed to know about the basic workflow for 
reconstructing 3d geometry with their software, and by studying the details on using photographs in 
photogrammetry I realized the importance of lighting. Before reading on their suggestions for 
lighting conditions, I had trouble reconstructing the models. As soon as I read into the details on how
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The Maya API introduction was my first step into understanding how Maya interacts with Python and
other languages in scripting and programming, and gave me an idea of how plug-ins and extended 
functionalities for Maya are developed or achieved.
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While trying to understand how this class works, I got a firm idea of how Maya deals with meshes on 
a very low level. When using tools like MFnMesh things become quite technical, as you have to deal 
with pointers and lists of internal Maya representations of objects, but the payoff is significant. 
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